Scouting & Setting Safety
A great safety Rule of Thumb (ROT) is: “When in Doubt – Scout”. I prefer a great Creek Boating
approach: Don’t leave your eddy until you can clearly identify your next eddy is open and you have a
path to get there. As a frequent lead boater (The Scout), I frequently catch eddies that enable me to gain a
much better view of what’s below me. This is typical Boat Scouting. If I can’t see a clear line, I paddle
to shore and get out to look. That 8’ drop that is normally clean may have received a strainer in the last
storm – I don’t wish to discover that in my boat.

Boat Scouting
Boat scouting is a crucial skill in whitewater paddling. Good Swift Water Rescue and Kayaking Classes
spend a fair amount of time on the topic of hydrology – how is water “supposed” to flow and why.
Dangerous features like strainers, sieves, undercuts, hydraulics, and manmade features are also discussed.
We are always developing our water reading skills to determine the most beneficial means of heading
downriver (or attaining as well). When boat scouting we often look for intermediate waypoints like
eddies, smaller hydraulics, backwashes, etc. to take a closer look at what’s below. Sometimes we will
intentionally broach our boats against safe rocks to take a sneak peek. You can think of these techniques
as static surveys.
Another technique involves dynamic surveys. One form requires mastery of back ferrying. This is real
handy in pools right above a horizon line (like a large ledge). Once you find the optimal chute entry
point, you end the back ferry and generally take a few hard strokes to drive yourself down the drop. In
large volume streams, we time our surveys for the top of waves where we have the best view. When
paddling more stable craft like canoes and rafts, raft guides often stand up in their boats just prior to
running drops to gain a much better view.
Boat scouting is a great deal of fun and a very necessary skill to develop. When leading paddlers
“stepping it up”, I often make them lead boat of the easier rapids. This is crucial in avoiding them
developing a dependency on following other paddlers (often right on their tail). Boat scouting also saves
a great deal of trip time. Boat scouting makes paddlers far more resilient. Sooner or later you will blow
your line, when that happens – you are forced to boat scout.

Scouting from Shore
Sometimes you need a much better look at the rapid than is feasible from your boat. There are a variety
of reasons for this:
•
•
•
•

Too dangerous to get close enough to the drop
Long and complex rapids
Significant hazards that require a closer look
Something just doesn’t look right like a subsurface log or a sieve

You may even feel it is warranted to establish pre-set safety like a throw rope. I always recommend
carrying a throw rope when you scout from shore. You never know when someone doesn’t get the
message and proceeds downstream anyway. Sometimes paddlers miss the eddy and are forced
downstream. If a rescue is necessary, you at least have the tools to make the save.
Prior to the trip, I strongly recommend discussing a safety protocol. If the scout notices a major strainer
or other potentially life threatening hazard, get out to scout and discuss. All too often, most paddlers
simply follow the person directly in front of them and don’t pay close enough attention to the rapids
below. If someone in the chain flips, the next paddler quickly passes them and are probably not prepared
to lead. Also, many smaller streams have one boat eddies. Imagine what can happen if the person in
front catches a one boat eddy above a strainer or submerged log, the next boater is guaranteed to get
caught in that obstruction.
I maintain the metrics for the American Whitewater Safety Database. Solo paddling (Boat/Person) are far
too frequent and usually fatal. A major reason for these incidents are lapses in judgment. The concept of
a mandatory shore scout helps avoid this trap. This forced Safety Stop allows others to provide feedback
on the safety of the rapid below and any mitigations that are necessary like preset safety.
Sturdy shoes are crucial for scouting from shore, rocks are often slippery and we encounter other issues
like thorns, yellow jackets, and possibly snakes. Take your time and be a tad extra cautious when shore
scouting.

Special Shore Scouting Techniques
The first decision you need to make is which side of the river to scout from. You can even “shore” scout
in the middle of a stream, this is where a guide belt can be very handy for hanging on your boat while
climbing. Shore scouting often involves more distant viewing, the lead boat often supplements with boat
scouting when under way. I like to pick easy to recognize markers (waypoints) down the rapid. Look for
staging eddies where possible. I also like to pick multiple routes through the rapid, this comes in handy if
you blow your line. Another factor to consider, shore scouting means you are much higher up than when
in your boat. Expect many of the features to look a great deal different at boater levels. One way to
compensate is periodic crouching down when returning to your boat to get a much better view of what to
expect.
A decision should be made whether one person, two or everyone should look and make their own route
decisions. Sadly, many boaters don’t like to scout. A common reason is they are afraid of what they will
see and it will make them nervous when paddling the drop. My take is if you are afraid to scout, you
probably should portage the rapid. Yes – following someone else’s line may work most of the time but it
leaves no margin for errors.
Some complex drops have significant hazards, these need to be identified and safety may need to be set.
Safety is often both boat-based and shore based with a throw bag. Experience will guide you on how
much and what type of safety to set. Another facet of safety is staging better paddlers at key points in the
rapid to help guide less experienced paddlers to the optimal line.
Be cognizant of less experienced paddlers waiting until everyone rune the rapid before making the
decision to run the drop or portage. This can be a major time sink and if they decide to run, they are at the
most dangerous position – the sweep position. They are already very nervous which makes them very
timid – timid paddlers often get spanked. A great face saving way to handle this situation is an honest
discussion and offering to help them portage the rapid.

Scouting is a crucial skill all boaters must frequently practice. A great way to develop this skill is leading
trips. Volunteer being the “Scout” on runs within your comfort zone and you will often find great
mentors to help you build these skills. I also recommend taking periodic SWR classes, these go into

much more depth on what to look for and how to recover if something goes wrong. On familiar runs,
seek out alternate lines – both easy and hard. You never know when you may need to assist a less
experienced boater down your run and you will learn a great deal in doing so. The advantage of choosing
harder lines is developing much stronger boating skills that will enable you to tackle more difficult runs.
Most rapids have a wide variety of lines, great boaters can identify all of them

Summary
Scouting is a crucial skill all boaters must frequently practice. A great way to develop this skill is leading
trips. Volunteer being the “Scout” on runs within your comfort zone and you will often find great
mentors to help you build these skills. I also recommend taking periodic SWR classes, these go into
much more depth on what to look for and how to recover if something goes wrong. On familiar runs,
seek out alternate lines – both easy and hard. You never know when you may need to assist a less
experienced boater down your run and you will learn a great deal in doing so. The advantage of choosing
harder lines is developing much stronger boating skills that will enable you to tackle more difficult runs.
Most rapids have a wide variety of lines, great boaters can identify all of them.

